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LIST OF ISSUES 
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Station KITV-DT, Honolulu, Hawaii and its satellite stations KMAU-DT, Wailuku, Hawaii and KHVODT, Hilo 

Hawaii (collectively, KITV4) air an average of thirty-four hours of local news programs weekly. The KITV4 

local news programs include: 

 

Weekday Local News Programs 

Good Morning Hawaii (4:30-5:00 am) 

Good Morning Hawaii (5:00-7:00 am) 

KITV Midday News (12:00-12:30 pm) 

KITV Island News at 5:00 (5:00-5:30 pm) 

KITV Island News at 6:00 (6:00-7:00 pm) 

KITV Island News at 10:00 (10:00-11:00 pm) 

 

Weekend Local News Programs 

Saturday: 

Good Morning Hawaii (6:00-8:00 am) 

KITV Island News at 5:00 (5:00-5:30 pm) 

KITV Island News at 6:00 (6:00-6:30 pm) 

KITV Island News at 10:00 (10:00-10:30 pm) 

Sunday: 

Good Morning Hawaii (6:00-8:00 am) 

KITV Island News at 5:00 (5:00-5:30 pm) 

KITV Island News at 10:00 (10:00-10:30 pm) 

 

These programs offer local news, weather, and sports and regularly address issues of importance to 

KITV4’s community. This report includes examples of significant treatment of issues during the local 

news programs in the first quarter of 2022.  

 

KITV4 also regularly airs public service announcements. This report includes examples of the PSAs that 

KITV4 aired during the first quarter of 2022. In addition to the programs and public service 

announcements, KITV4 is an affiliate of the ABC Television Network and airs programs and public service 

announcements provided by the ABC Television Network, which also address issues of importance to 

the KITV4 community. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

PROGRAMMING THAT RESPONDED TO LISTED ISSUES 
 
 

 
THE ECONOMY 
DATE: 1/6/22 
SHOW: 5/6/10PM  
LENGTH: 1:38 

DESCRIPTION: There’s an issue with people losing and leaving their jobs. COVID-19 is inspiring 
entrepreneurs to pursue their dreams of starting a business. A local start up accelerator noticed an 
increase in applications for its last cohort.  

DATE: 1/20/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:34  

DESCRIPTION: There’s concern among restaurant owners over the issue of staying in business.  Some 

believe they will lose business if Honolulu Mayor Rick Blangiardi changes the city's Safe Access program 

to include the COVID-19 booster shots for someone to be considered fully vaccinated.  

DATE: 1/24/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:37  

DESCRIPTION: In Governor David Ige's final state of the state address, he proposed a $100 refund for all 

Hawaii taxpayers and their dependents. He believes that will address the issue of a slowdown in the 

economy and in turn create an economic boost for the state.  

DATE: 1/27/22 
SHOW: 5, 6 p.m.  
LENGTH: 1:30  
DESCRIPTION: To address the issue of the cost of living, State legislators are trying to pass a bill to 
increase minimum wage from $10.10 to $12 by October, $15 in two years, then $18 in 2026.  

DATE: 1/27/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 
LENGTH: 2:03 
DESCRIPTION: Tax-season is just around the corner and AARP Foundation is offering low-to-moderate-

income seniors some help dealing with this issue of timely filing of taxes. Every year AARP gives free tax 
preparation services, to help those who need it most. 

Date: 2/4/22                                                                                                                                                            
Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                  
Length: 1:33                                                                                                                                                               



Synopsis: A new report shows more legal dispensaries are needed in Hawaii because regulated 
marijuana is not accessible enough. Economists also believe there's great job and economic growth for 
the islands from the legal cannabis industry.  

Date: 2/8/22 
Show: 5/6pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: Governor Ige extended the emergency proclamation for the state for relief period and 
financial aid for those who have to address the issue of repairing property damage suffered from the 
effects of the Kona Lows storm that hit Hawaii in December 2021.  
 
Date: 2/15/2022 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: President Biden approved a major disaster declaration for Hawaii following the Kona Low 
storms of late last year. The declaration provides federal assistance for local recovery efforts.  
 
Date: 2/22/22 
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:48 
Synopsis: Having a purpose or a paycheck can help keep seniors aging well. That's why the AARP 
launched a new online job center to address the issue of employment for veterans and their spouses. 
KITV4 reports on the new "Veterans and Military Spouses Job Center." 

Date: 2/24/22                                                                                                                                                         

Show: 5/6 pm 
LENGTH: 1:30  

Synopsis: The Aloha Stadium Board Authority is trying to leverage $180 million from the state legislature 
to construct a new Aloha Stadium and address the issue of urban and transit-oriented redevelopment. 
Local lawmakers believe the private-public partnership would be an ideal avenue to generate more 

funds for the state. If the board does not receive the funding, construction may be delayed from its 
targeted start date of early 2023.  
 
Date: 2/25/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :40 
Synopsis: The first Hyatt Hotel in Ewa beach is in the works to be built. It will be the west side’s fifth 
hotel and helps boost the economy on the west side of the island of Oahu.  
Date: 3/4/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: The Kauai Housing Development Corporation was awarded a grant to help address the issue of 
affordable housing on Kauai.  
 
Date: 3/6/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 2:45 



Synopsis: Throughout the pandemic, many small businesses have struggled to stay afloat. But now as 
Hawaii looks to return to normal, businesses are trying to bounce back as well. A look at how Patino 
Graphic Design is addressing the issue of returning to business as public health restrictions are loosened. 
 
Date: 3/6/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 1:01 
Synopsis: The end of the COVID-19 Omicron wave will boost Hawaii's economy. That's the latest forecast 
from the University of Hawaiʻi Economic Research Organization - or U-HERO - for the first quarter of 
2022. UHERO credits the anticipated return of international visitors thanks to easing of travel 
restrictions as a key to addressing the issues around international tourism and the state economy.  
 
Date: 3/6/22  
Show: 5/6/10PM 
Length: :27 
Synopsis: Airlines say the end of Safe Travels - coinciding with spring break - means an increase in 
reservations. Hawaiian Airlines says it has "healthy bookings through spring break and into the 
summer." It even has service to new destinations in Austin and Orlando as it addresses its financial 
issues during the pandemic.  
 
Date: 3/8/22 
Show: 5pm, 6pm 
Length: 3:43 
Synopsis: Nearly 215,000 Hawai'i workers do not have access to a retirement savings program through 
their employer, helping fuel the issue of the retirement savings crisis. 
In an effort to address the issue, the task force for Hawai'i Retirement Savings, is recommending the 
creation of a state-facilitated retirement savings program. 
 
Date: 3/11/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:00 
Synopsis: Hawaiian Electric provided ways residents could save money on electricity bills and address 
the issue of rising energy costs as there is a projected 10% increase in bills for residents on Oahu, and a 
20% increase for residents in Maui County and the Big Island due to the war in Ukraine. 
 
Date: 3/12/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 2:40 
Synopsis: Before the COVID-19 pandemic, H.I.S. Hawaii was known for transporting people. Specializing 
in helping locals visit Japan with travel packages, tours, air tickets and more. 
But then in March of 2020, it became impossible to do the job. 
How the company addressed the issue of no longer helping people from Hawai'i go to Japan, they could 
bring Japan to the people of Hawai'i. 
 
Date: 3/14/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :50 

http://mpatino.com/
http://mpatino.com/
https://www.his-hawaii.com/en/


Synopsis: Kauai County Mayor delivered his state of the county address. The mayor proposed the 
budget for the upcoming fiscal year and addressed the issue of affordable housing in Kilauea. 
 
Date: 3/15/22 
Show: 5pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The deadline is coming up for Oahu and Maui County residents who were affected by the Kona 
Low storm in December 2021 to apply for federal aid to address the issue of storm damage to property 
and how to pay for repairs.  
  
Date: 3/21/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The issue of the cost of housing in Hawaii is addressed as luxury home sales on Oahu were up 
25% in February.  
 
Date: 3/22/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Food-A-Go-Go starts tomorrow. The service features meals and products made from locally 
sourced ingredients which addresses the issue of support for local farmers, ranchers, and fishermen. 
 
Date: 3/22/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :50 
Synopsis: Maui County is asking the Intermediate Court of Appeals to review a court order involving the 
issue of financial hardship and a sweep of homeless people from public property. The county seized 
items that were left behind. Four people filed a civil lawsuit claiming the county needed to hold 
contested case hearings before doing such a sweep. 

Date: 3/26/22 
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:57 
Synopsis: The fallout from the Red Hill water crisis continues - with an economic  "ripple effect" starting 
to be felt around Oahu. Some developers are now saying their projects have been halted because the 
Board of Water Supply told them it can't guarantee there will be water for their new housing 
developments. The Commercial Real Estate Development Association says the issue could have major 
impacts across the island for years to come. 

Date: 03/27/22 
Shows: 6pm 
Length: 2:05 
Synopsis: Inflation hit a new 40-year high in February with the consumer price index hitting 7.9%. This is 
the highest it's been since 1982 and people are feeling it -- From the pump, the grocery store, and 
everywhere in between. Financial professional Caine Nakata addressed the issue of inflation and 
explained how to minimize its impact on our wallets. 
 
Date: 3/28/22 
Shows: 10pm 



Length: :25 
Synopsis: Honolulu Mayor is set to decide on a bill next week that addresses the issue of commercial 
activities in several beach parks on Oahu.  Many favor restricting businesses, others oppose the idea as 
an obstacle to their livelihoods.  
 
Date: 3/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: Honolulu has been ranked the worst city in the US for minimum wage workers. The hourly 
wage is $10.10 and the issue residents face is they would need to work almost 193 hours a month to 
afford a one-bedroom apartment.  
 
Date: 3/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: Gas prices across the country are high but stable. The issue of the high cost of gasoline is 
another economic hardship for some in Hawaii. 
 
Date: 3/30/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Local congressman announces Hawaii will receive more than $3.6 million to address the issue 
of the high cost of energy for working families.  
 
Date: 3/30/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: There’s an issue of unclaimed tax refunds, and the state says more than $8 million could go 
back to Hawaii residents, if they file for 2018 taxes by April 18th.  
 
Date: 3/31/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: More visitors came to Hawaii last month compared to February 2021, and they spent more, 
addressing the issue of the rebound of the local tourism industry. 
 
Date: 3/31/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: Hawaii Island lawmaker is sponsoring a resolution that would decrease the current Hawaii 
County fuel tax by 10 cents per gallon to address the issue of high gasoline prices.  
 

EDUCATION 

DATE: 1/4/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 2:00 



DESCRIPTION: Classes are back in session for public school students after winter break despite surging 

COVID-19 cases. There's concern about the issue of quality of education as many teachers and staff can't 

work due to being exposed or infection.  

DATE: 1/8/22  
SHOW: 5/6/10PM 
LENGTH: :39 
DESCRIPTION: Volunteers loaded books donated by the Friends of the Library of Hawaii and 
Kamehameha Schools. The items will be shipped to the Marshall Islands and Palau. There are 81 schools 
in the Marshall Islands and about 13-thousand students and local residents are helping to address the 
issue of lack of books for education. 

DATE: 1/10/22 

SHOW: 10PM 

LENGTH: 1:45 

DESCRIPTION: At least one parent is sounding the alarm tonight -- Over photos showing a CROWDED 

school cafeteria on O'ahu. The Department of Education confirmed to KITV4 -- due to the issue of a 

shortage of teachers AND substitute teachers -- some students are being supervised in the cafeteria or 

gym. 

DATE: 1/11/22 

SHOW: 5PM 

LENGTH: 40 

DESCRIPTION: The Department of Education reports about 12-percent of its teacher work force is out 

this week, about half are sick. Despite this -- DOE interim superintendent Keith Hayashi says overall -- 

teacher and student attendance is up, and some schools are implementing strategies to help students 

continue to learn amid the issue of staffing shortages. 

 

DATE: 1/27/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: 2:07 

DESCRIPTION: A new nonprofit group forms on Oahu, to advocate for L-G-B-T-Q rights. It's called The 

North Shore Ko'olau Diversity Collective, and its founders say they started it because they feel there's a 

need to educate people and address the issue of homophobia on the North and East sides of the island. 

What they plan to do to address the issue of teaching people how to make communities more inclusive. 

Date: 2/17/22                                                                                                                                                         
Show: 12, 5, 6                                                                                                                                                        
Length:1:30                                                                                                                                                                               
Synopsis: The Department of Education unveiled its plan for a virtual school, a $5 million plan that would 
serve about 700 students. It addresses the issue of providing education for those who cannot or choose 
not to be in the classroom setting. Board of Education members argued right now is not the time to 
launch a new project, but to focus on helping students bridge learning gaps from the pandemic.  

Date: 2/22/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:14 



Synopsis: Kamehameha Schools marked its upcoming opening of its 30th preschool, addressing the issue 
of meeting demand for preschool access. The new school features two classrooms and will add 40 
preschool seats beginning early next month.  
 
Date: 2/23/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:25 
Synopsis: The Department of Education announced schools will be allowed to hold in-person 
commencement ceremonies this year under new guidance.  
 

DATE: 3/29/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:15 
Synopsis: A stage play themed around dementia is now playing at Kumu Kahua Theatre. "Who You 
Again?" follows a family struggling to care for their matriarch as dementia slowly steals her memories 
away. The playwright hopes this helps educate caregivers and their loved ones about dementia. 

Date: 3/4/22 
Newscasts: 10pm 
Length: :15 
Synopsis: The board of education addresses the issue of leadership of Hawaii’s public schools and has 
voted to begin the search for the next Department of Education schools superintendent for the state of 
Hawaii  
 
Date: 3/7/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20  
Synopsis: Applications for the new school superintendent opened today as the board of educations 
addresses the issue of public schools leadership. 
 

ENVIRONMENT  
Date: 2/8/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: 1:30 
Synopsis: Rapid Ohia Death continues to infect Native Hawaiian Trees on Kauai.  
 
Date: 2/4/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:20 
Synopsis: Divers saved coral that was in the path for a US Army dredging project. The divers saved more 
than 70 coral colonies.  
 
Date:2/28/22                                                                                                                                                                   

Show: 12/5/6pm                                                                                                                                                   

Length:1:19                                                                                                                                                                               

Synopsis: A beach house on the North Shore collapsed into the sand because of sand erosion, which has 



plagued the area for years. The Department of Land and Natural Resources reported the incident was 

inevitable because of the issue of climate change and sea-level rise. While DLNR admitted it doesn't 

have all the answers, neighbors demanded solutions from the agency, such as installing piers and 

burrito-like sandbags to protect homes from falling.   

Date: 3/8/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: The U.S. drought monitor shows that Hawaii has been hit with drought conditions, during a 
typically rainy season. All eight islands are affected by at least moderate drought. And state officials 
continue to urge people in Maui County to conserve water.  
 

Date: 3/11/22  

Show: 5/6/10pm 

Length: 1:58 

Synopsis: Maui farmers, ranchers - and residents are concerned about an explosion of axis deer in urban 

parts of the island... due to the drought. It's an old problem that's hitting new heights. The county's Deer 

Task Force is supporting a farm bill in the Legislature to get federal funding to address the issue. 

 
Date: 3/17/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Millions of dollars were secured in federal funding to protect the state’s land and oceans.  
 
Date: 3/17/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: The 'Ka'ulunani Urban and Community Forestry' Program is seeking applicants for its Urban 
and Community Forestry Advisory Council. The program focuses on improving health and viability of 
trees and communities in Hawaii.  
 
Date: 3/21/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: West Maui residents and businesses are being reminded to conserve water as dry drought 
conditions continue. The weather has already closed a water treatment facility.  
Date: 3/23/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Governor Ige has extended the emergency relief period for conditions created by the 
overpopulation of axis deer in Maui County.  
 
Date: 3/30/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :20  
Synopsis: Maui County wants public input for a climate change vulnerability survey. The input will help 
with development of a climate action and resiliency plan.  



 

 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

DATE: 1/3 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:09 

DESCRIPTION: The CDC updated the issue of quarantine guideline for people who tested positive for 

COVID-19 from 10 days to five days, citing it's a safe change because of new understanding of the 

Omicron variant of the coronavirus. 

DATE: 1/3/22 

SHOW: 10PM  

LENGTH: 1:05 

DESCRIPTION: Shock and heartbreak tonight -- After an O'ahu woman was fatally SHOT in Las Vegas on 

New Year’s Eve.  There’s an issue of being aware and protecting yourself while on vacation 

DATE: 1/4/22 

SHOW: 6PM 

LENGTH: 1:45 

DESCRIPTION: There’s an issue about knowing whether a person has a cold or flu, or covid.  Doctors 

describe how to tell the difference between the flu, a cold, and covid. Sore throat, sneezing, itchy or 

watery eyes, runny or stuffy nose are less common with covid. Those with the flu may experience same 

symptoms as covid - but loss of taste or smell is more frequent with covid. Fever or chills are not 

common with colds. 

 

DATE: 1/5/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:35 

DESCRIPTION: On the issue of whether people who’ve tested positive for Covid should work, new CDC 

guidelines show healthcare workers who test positive for COVID-19 might be able to work during their 

infection if there's urgent need at the facility and if they work alone.  

DATE: 1/5/22 

SHOW: 10PM  

LENGTH: 1:05 

DESCRIPTION: Calls for the Navy to shut down its Red Hill fuel tanks to address the issue of a 

contaminated water supply are growing louder. In a joint neighborhood board meeting tonight, 

community members, state and congressional leaders, and the board of water supply, discussed their 

concerns about the underground facility.  

DATE: 1/5/22 

SHOW: 6PM 

LENGTH: 2:30 

DESCRIPTION: Police chief on U.S. East Coast comes up with $40 DIY way to protect catalytic converters 



on vehicles and address the issue of the converters being stolen. He used a wire cable and wrapped it 

around the component. It helps thieves move on because it becomes a complicated mess. 

 

DATE: 1/5/22 

SHOW: 12, 5, 6 p.m.  

LENGTH: 1:30 

DESCRIPTION: Citing the ongoing surge in Coronavirus cases, Mayor Rick Blangiardi decided to limit 

large, indoor gatherings of more than 1,000 people to 50 percent capacity. The attendance capcity issue 

has some event organizers already canceling or rescheduling shows and events to avoid spreading the 

virus. The mayor said city officials will continue to monitor COVID hospitalizations to determine whether 

or not to tighten or loosen restrictions.  

DATE: 1/6/22  
SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: 1:59 
DESCRIPTION: Hundreds of families with babies could be affected by the issue of the Red Hill water 

contamination crisis, according to estimates by the State Department of Health (DOH). The DOH is 
concerned about mothers who use powered milk formula. For the families affected by the Red Hill 
contaminated water, mixing powdered milk with bottled water presents yet another challenge to their 

lives. That's why the DOH's Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children 
(WIC) wants to help its participants by giving out shelf-stable milk. 

DATE: 1/6/22 

SHOW: 10PM 

LENGTH: 1:00 

DESCRIPTION: An O'ahu girl showed a mugger who's boss on a trip to New Orleans last week. 18-year-

old Masina Tupea of Aiea says safety is always an issue when away on vacation. She was walking to 

dinner with her family, when a man ran towards them, PUNCHED her mom in the face -- dislocating her 

jaw -- then tried to steal her purse.  Tupea took off after him -- and after a struggle and a sock to her eye 

-- was eventually able to pin him down. 

DATE: 1/7/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:11 

DESCRIPTION: As more people get infected with COVID-19, government operations are impacted. Driver 

licensing locations on the Big Island and Maui are forced to close because of the issue of staffing.  

County representative say the closures are for the safety of staff and the public.   

DATE: 1/7/22 

SHOW: 6PM 

LENGTH: 7:05 

DESCRIPTION: Dr. Mark Mugiishi, President and CEO of HMSA talked about what's needed to move from 
the issue of a pandemic to an endemic. He also addressed the issue of the need for vaccinations to be 
normalized and not politicized. 



 
DATE: 1/7/22 
SHOW: 6PM 
LENGTH: 7:15 

DESCRIPTION: Monique Chyba, mathematician with the Hawaii Pandemic Applied Modeling Workgroup 
talked about the volunteer group's work to create projection models for covid-19. The group collects 
data to create models and address issues for Hawaii's covid hospitalizations and cases in hopes of 
informing policy makers 

DATE: 1/7/22 

SHOW: 6PM 
LENGTH: 6:40 
DESCRIPTION: Jai Cunningham with the Hawaii Department of Transportation outlines the health and 
safety protocols cruise ships are taking to address health and safety issues before returning to Hawaii in 
two days. Guests will need to upload vaccination data to the state's Safe Travels web site. They'll also 

need to adhere to the Safe Travels rules that applies to incoming airline passengers. Those who test 

positive within three days of disembarking the ships must quarantine on the ship. The cruise ship 
companies will also be responsible for ambulance costs should they need to transport a passenger or 
crew member to a local hospital. 

DATE: 1/9/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: :23 

DESCRIPTION: Take a look at all those slippahs - Each one - currently on display at the Windward Mall - 

represents a child currently living in Hawaii who will ultimately die from smoking -- unless rates decline - 

The Coalition for a Tobacco-Free Hawai'i Youth Council collected 21,000 pairs for the display to address 

the issue of the harmful effects of smoking. 

DATE: 1/10/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:47 

DESCRIPTION: Some doctors in Hawaii say it's inevitable for cruises to not have any positive cases 

because people on board are together in the same environment for an extended amount of time, and 

not always masked.  The issue of infection among visitors is to be addressed by department of health. 

DATE: 1/11/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: 2:17 

DESCRIPTION: A program pairing seniors who need affordable housing - with homeowners - aims to 

keep Hawaii's kupuna Aging Well. The idea is about more than giving seniors a financial break or 

providing a new source of income for landlords.  It's also a way to address the issues of pandemic 

isolation and loneliness. 

DATE: 1/11/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:15 



DESCRIPTION: Because of a surge in Omicron COVID-19 cases on Oahu, Honolulu EMS reports there’s an 

issue of longer wait times for some patients because every unit across the island is taking in an influx of 

calls.  

DATE: 1/11/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:08 

DESCRIPTION: As keiki return to the classroom this new year with more Omicron cases in the 

community, the Department of Health released new interim safety guidelines to help address the issue 

of prevention of the spread of Coronavirus at schools.  

DATE: 1/11/22 

SHOW: 10PM 

LENGTH: 1:45 

DESCRIPTION: The American Red Cross today declared its first ever national blood CRISIS in the U-S. The 

issue of a HISTORIC shortage -- CONTINUES to be an issue right here in the islands. Addressing the issue 

of blood supply and donations, the Blood Bank says it only has four hours-worth of universal blood on its 

shelves.  

DATE: 1/12/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:24 

DESCRIPTION: Brigham Young University Hawaii is the first university in-state to require the COVID-19 

booster shot as part of its fully-vaccinated requirements. In addressing the issue of whether boosters 

should be mandatory, other universities in the state are standing down, for now. 

DATE: 1/13/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:10 

DESCRIPTION: All Department of Education schools are required by law to report positive cases on 

campus weekly but more than a dozen schools fell behind in reporting, some since August, causing 

concern for the Hawaii State Teachers Association over the issue of classroom safety amid covid. 

DATE: 1/14/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:15 

DESCRIPTION: Some countries that were slammed by the Omicron variant of COVID-19 are starting to 

see a decline in cases. Here in Hawaii, different experts have mixed opinions about the issue of how the 

situation will evolve here in the islands.  

DATE: 1/17/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:16 

DESCRIPTION: There's official discussions about the issue of adding the COVID-19 booster shot for a 

traveler to be considered fully vaccinated to bypass the state's travel quarantine. That idea has mixed 

reactions from the community. Some visitors say they might consider another destination instead.  



DATE: 1/18/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:15  

DESCRIPTION: To help address the issue of identifying COVID-19 infections across the nation, President 

Joe Biden's administration is providing free at home COVID-19 test kits. It's an initiative that's welcomed 

by many people in Hawaii. 

DATE: 1/18/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: 2:42 

DESCRIPTION: You've heard of "wearables." Now there's "hear-ables." That's the term for smart 

earbuds- that pair with apps to help people hear better.  The technology addresses the issue of hard of 

hearing adults. 

DATE: 1/25/22 

SHOW: 5/6/10PM  

LENGTH: 1:15 

DESCRIPTION: Some moms are concerned about breastfeeding while infected with COVID-19. A doctor 

says research so far shows no harm to babies. There might even be benefits of antibodies that could be 

passed on from parent to child. 

DATE: 1/29/22  
SHOW: 5/6/10PM 
LENGTH: :42 
DESCRIPTION: The U.S. Navy says it has to again flush some areas in Hale Moku and Hokulani - after 
drinking water samples came back showing the water is still not safe. The Navy flushed 75 residential 
and non-residential locations, and says two of the results, in different locations, exceed safe level 
criteria. They told the affected residents, whose homes are scheduled to be re-flushed and re-sampled. 
The Navy says it may sample more nearby homes as required.  

Date: 2/1/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 

Length: 3:00 
Synopsis: A Salt Lake retiree says he is addressing the issue of aging well because of his love for magic. 
Kelvin Chun says his "trick" is the Japanese concept of ikigai, that means having value in life.  
 
Date: 2/2/22                                                                                                                                                            
Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                  
Length: 1:33                                                                                                                                                       
Synopsis: The Department of Health is rolling out a new feature for its COVID-19 hotline. People can call 
with questions related to the Coronavirus. The goal is to help address the issue of stress for contact 
tracers and protect the health of surrounding communities.  

Date: 2/3/22 
Show: 6/10pm 
Length: 1:25 
Synopsis: After a 60-year-old woman got robbed at a gas station, tips are provided on how to stay safe 
when filling up your tank. 



 
Date: 2/3/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Volunteers are wanted to help train dogs to help sniff out the Omicron variant as an option 
dealing with the public health issues the pandemic presents  
 
Date: 2/4/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:00 
Synopsis: Governor David Ige announced for the first time that he is thinking he will NOT implement a 
booster shot requirement for people traveling to Hawaii after saying earlier that he likely would.   
 
Date: 2/4/22 
Show: 6/10pm 
Length: 1:00 
Synopsis: Maui Mayor Mike Victorino announced today that he will be dropping the definition of being 
fully vaccinated to not include the booster shot, a reversal of the previous policy which had been in 
place a short time.  
 
Date: 2/4/2022 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:15 
Synopsis: The EPA announced that it plans to conduct inspections of the Red Hill storage fuel tanks and 
wants to continue to work to address the issue of safe drinking water for Oahu.  
 
Date: 2/7/22 
Show: 12/5pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: Hawaii US Senator Brian Schatz announced that the senate has secured $100 million dollars 
for the Navy to defuel the red hill tanks and address its contaminated water issue.   
 
Date: 2/7/22 
Show: 12/5pm 
Length: 1:15 
Synopsis: The CDC survey for residents affected by the contaminated Red Hill water had a deadline 
today to complete it. Results are expected to be given out within the next 6-8 weeks.  
 
Date: 2/7/22 
Show: 12pm 
Length: 1:30 
Synopsis: Starting today Maui County has dropped its booster requirement to be considered fully 
vaccinated, a reversal of the policy that had been in place for a short time.  
 
Date: 2/8/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :25 



Synopsis: The Navy uploaded the latest map of its water testing zones and water flushing plans. And 
provided a date for Red Hill housing residents impacted by the contaminated water issue to move back 
in.  
 
Date: 2/8/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: A boil advisory remains in place in some parts of Maui due to the issue of traces of E. Coli 
bacteria.  
 
Date: 2/8/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: As Super Bowl Sunday approaches, Maui police address the issues associated with impaired 
driving and remind the public not to drink and drive. 
 
Date: 2/8/22                                                                                                                                                            

Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                   

Length: 1:30                                                                                                                                                                    

Synopsis: After weeks of anticipation and addressing the issue of travel safety, Governor David Ige says 

the booster shot will not be required for the state's safe travels program. He says it's because the 

number of Covid-19 infections are dropping in the state and he understands the potential negative 

economic impacts if he enforced the rule.  

Date: 2/8/22  

Show: 5/6/10pm 

Length: 2:05 

Synopsis: 7 point 2 million low-income seniors in America use Medicaid for their health coverage. And 

for many of them, telehealth can help them keep aging well. KITV4 looks at the issue of telehealth 

versus in-person medical visits and what a difference telehealth has made so far. 

Date: 2/9/22                                                                                                                                                                       

Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                   

Length: 1:45                                                                                                                                                       

Synopsis: Despite new Covid-19 infection rates dropping in Hawaii, on the issue of whether to wear 

masks, some doctors believe mask mandates should not go away too soon because the virus could still 

be transmissible indoors.  

Date: 2/10/22                                                                                                                                                         

Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                         

Length: 1:31                                                                                                                                                            

Synopsis: The union that represents officers at the Honolulu Police department is sounding the alarm 

over the issue of the department's staffing shortage. Union members are concerned about community 

safety, because many areas around the island are not covered by patrol officers 24/7. 

Date: 2/10/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 



Synopsis: Residents on the Big Island are asked to conserve water by 25% until further notice after 
equipment malfunctioned and shut the water wells off.  
 
Date: 2/15/22                                                                                                                                                        

Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                  

Length: 1:41                                                                                                                                                          

Synopsis: As COVID-19 case trends continue to decline in Hawaii, Lt. Gov. Josh Green addresses the issue 

of public health safety and hopes to remove the state's Safe Travels program, so travelers no longer 

need to be fully vaccinated or receive a negative COVID-19 test to visit Hawaii. 

Date: 2/15/22                                                                                                                                                                   

Show: 5/6/10pm                                                                                                                                                 

Length: 1:33                                                                                                                                                             

Synopsis: 11 weeks after the Department of Health declared the Navy's water supply unsafe for 

consumption because of petroleum contamination, the first of 19 housing zones is finally declared safe 

to consume water once again. The health department says to ensure the safety of the water distribution 

system long-term testing will be conducted.  

Date: 2/15/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:26 
Synopsis: "Vivia" means "alive" in Latin. That's why a local company chose that name for its new home-
care program, hoping a new way to serve senior clients will keep them full of life- and aging well. "Vivia 
by Ho'okele Home Care." is different from the traditional way people pay for home-care services - which 
is generally billed by the hour, and doesn't always guarantee the same employee will go to the person's 
house every time. With Vivia, customers pay for the service they need, for instance, help with laundry or 
medication reminders. 
 
Date: 2/15/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :15 
Synopsis: The Navy submitted water testing results in the contaminated drinking water issue to the 
DOH. if the results are approved, the water will be deemed safe to drink.  
 
Date: 2/17/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 3:44 
Synopsis: After two years of travel disruptions caused by the pandemic, most international borders have 
reopened, but anyone traveling abroad this spring and summer will likely require more than a passport 
and plane ticket. Travel experts say some countries are requiring you to have COVID-medical insurance 
before you can enter to address the issue of payment for covid treatment or quarantine.  
 
Date: 2/18/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: Maui County in addressing the issue of public health restrictions, announced it will drop its 
covid vaccine and testing requirement for restaurants, bars, and gyms due to the drop of new covid 
cases and hospitalizations.  



 
Date: 2/21/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: Maui County is addressing the issue of public health restrictions and today stopped requiring a 
negative covid-19 test or vaccination to enter a restaurant, bar, or gym.  
 
Date: 2/22/22 
Shows: 5/10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: The Queen’s Medical Center Punchbowl addresses the issue of demand for healthcare services 
as it resumed non-emergency surgeries as covid-19 cases continue to drop.  
 
Date: 2/23/22 
Show: 6/10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The Department of Health announced the water for the Pearl City Peninsula zone is safe to 
drink in response to the Red Hill contaminated water issue. 
 
Date: 2/23/22 
Show: 6/10pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: The Honolulu City council voted to approve a bill that will help protect Oahu’s aquifer in 
response to the contaminated drinking water issue.  Bill 48 would require a DOH permit to store any 
regulated substance in an underground tank. 
 
Date: 2/24/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:24 
Synopsis: A look at the issue of billing a health insurance company for housing costs. That's what a new 
program that started this year will do. Advocates working to end homelessness say it makes sense.   
 
Date: 2/24/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: Another zone has submitted testing results to the Department of Health for approval of safe 
drinking water due to the Red Hill fuel tanks contamination.  

 
Date: 2/25/22 

SHOW: 5/6pm 
LENGTH: 1:30  
Synopsis: A lifeguard just so happened to start work early last Friday, when he spotted a 37-year-old 

surfer in distress. Because waves were larger than usual that day and addressing the issue of beach and 
ocean safety, lifeguards worked longer shifts and urged the public to follow proper safety protocols.  
 
Date: 2/25/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 



Synopsis: The Navy detected high levels of a petroleum compound in a neighborhood. The water is still 
not safe to use, the next step to be taken is to re-flush and re-sample the water as it addresses the issue 
of contaminated drinking water. 
 
Date: 2/25/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: A bill failed to pass the legislature which would have allowed for retired law enforcement 
officers to carry concealed weapons and help address the issues with community safety. 
 
Date: 2/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Hawaii County addressed public health issues and dropped all covid-19 restrictions, ending its 
emergency proclamation.  
 
Date: 2/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Kauai County will drop its covid-19 restrictions starting tomorrow 
 
Date: 2/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :15 
Synopsis: Maui County will lift its covid-19 restrictions starting tomorrow, that includes restrictions on 
gatherings.  
 
Date: 2/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:25 
Synopsis: Honolulu Mayor announced he will lift Oahu’s last covid-19 restriction, the Safe Access Oahu 
Program, which is set to expire on March 5th.  The program addressed the issue of the spread of the 
covid-19 virus by requiring employees and patrons of bars, restaurants and gyms to either be fully 
vaccinated or show negative covid test results 
 
Date: 2/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :15 
Synopsis: The Maui Medical Center lifted the restrictions it had in place for hospital visitors to address 
the issue of the spread of covid, and will begin allowing some visits again regular visitor rules.  
 
Date: 2/28/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The Kauai Police Department sent out a warning addressing the issue of a new scam related to 
covid-19. Messages are being sent to victims by people posing as agents of the United States Postal 
Service and asking for credit card information.  
 



Date: 3/1/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The department of health announced three more zones are cleared for safe drinking water 
after the Red Hill water contamination issue. 
 
Date: 3/1/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:50 
Synopsis: Did you know, nearly half of all Americans have at least 1 of 3 key risk factors for heart 
disease: high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and smoking. That's according to the The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. February is American Heart Month.  An Oahu doctor talks about health 
issues facing seniors and how they can make healthy changes to keep them Aging Well.  

Date: 3/2/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :30  
Synopsis: State lawmakers passed a bill to allow child welfare check-ups on adoptive families who have 
complaints against them in response to the issue of child abuse in some adoptive families. 
 
Date: 3/2/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: 2:58 
Synopsis: State lawmakers look to address the issue of pet health and care.  Many pets across the state 
of Hawai'i are not receiving the care they need when they need it due to a shortage of specialized 
veterinarians.  
 
Date: 3/3/22         
Show: 5/6/10PM 
Length: 2:37 
Synopsis: There's a mental health crisis for America's young people, according to many medical experts. 
And now, a new nonprofit therapy space, Spill the Tea, opening in Kakaako next week hopes to address 
the issue.  The owner talks about her effort to help Oahu's teens. 
 
Date: 3/4/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: As covid-19 restrictions ease, universities are following suit. Different colleges on Oahu 
address the issue of public health restrictions and announced their plans to drop vaccination and testing 
requirements for employees and students.  
 
Date: 3/4/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :10  
Synopsis: Nearly all counties, addressing the issue of public health restrictions, have dropped their 
covid-19 mandates, which include vaccination and testing requirements for people to enter certain 
businesses and facilities.  
 



Date: 3/4/22 
Show: 5/6 pm 
Length+: 40 
Synopsis: Four-legged friends on the Valley Isle are helping keep kids safe through a first of its kind pilot 
project… a partnership between Maui non-profit "Assistance Dogs of Hawaii" and Seabury Hall 
school.  Students and staff who volunteer to participate. are SCREENED for COVID-19 as they arrive at 
school -- by four dogs TRAINED to sniff out the virus -- using skin odor samples on a cotton. Assistance 
Dogs says this is a non-invasive -- more cost-efficient way to detect COVID-19 -- with real time results  

Date: 3/7/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20  
Synopsis: The Navy released an updated map of zones cleared for having safe drinking water after the 
water contamination issue from the Red Hill fuel facility.  
 
Date: 3/7/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: 1:25 
Synopsis: The Department of Defense announced it will be closing the Red Hill fuel storage facility tanks, 
addressing the issues of leaks and contamination, public health and unsafe drinking water 
 
Date: 3/8/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The Governor of Hawaii, addressing the issue of public health restrictions, announced that he 
will lift the indoor mask mandate when his emergency proclamation expires. 
 
Date: 3/8/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: A list of what public health restrictions will be lifted when the emergency proclamation 
expires.  
 
Date: 3/8/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :15 
Synopsis: The mandates for international travelers will remain in place; the mandates will continue to 
follow the federal guidelines regarding public transportation, addressing the issue of the impact of the 
international traveler on the state’s economy.   
 
Date: 3/8/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The Department of Health cleared two more zones relating to the issue of the Red Hill water 
contamination crisis. 10 more zones awaiting test results in order to be cleared for safe drinking water.  
 
Date: 3/8/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 



Length: 2:33 
Synopsis: The American Psychological Association says financial stress can affect your health, causing 
depression or anxiety. That's why a local credit union is offering financial wellness advice for seniors.  
 
Date: 3/9/22 
Show: 10p  
Length: :55 
Synopsis: Hawaii County officials held a meeting to hear testimony about the Waipio Valley road closure. 
The closure is due to a safety hazard from falling rocks.  
 
Date: 3/9/22 
Show: 5/6pm 
Length: 3:14 
Synopsis: With Governor David Ige announcing an expiration date for the state's indoor mask mandate, 
there is a finish line in sight when it comes to COVID-19 restrictions. 
The announcement has also led to a discussion of potential issues, including what a future response 
looks like should a new variant emerge causing a potential surge. 
 
Date: 3/10/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: The Honolulu Board of Water Supply is asking residents to reduce water usage after the Red 
Hill water contamination crisis and because Hawaii entering a dry summer season.  
 
Date: 3/11/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The Department of Health cleared more zones to have safe drinking water after the Red Hill 
contamination crisis.  
 
Date: 3/14/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: A petition was made demanding warning signs at Lumaha'i Beach on Kauai. This comes after a 
swimmer went missing and addresses the issue of ocean swimming safety.  
 
Date: 3/14/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The drinking water data for the final four zones affected by the Red Hill contamination crisis 
has been released. The results have been submitted to the DOH for final review, this process will 
determine if the water is safe to drink again.  
 
Date: 3/14/22 
Show: 10pm  
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The County of Kauai and the Kauai District Health Office will no longer report daily covid-19 
case counts as the number of cases continues to decline.  



 
Date: 3/14/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :20  
Synopsis: The University of Hawaii at Manoa announced it will host in-person commencement for this 
spring semester for the first time in two years.  Other graduating classes impacted by the covid-19 issue 
may also participate  
 
Date: 3/15/22 
Show: 12p 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Mothers Against Drunk Driving is encouraging safety and addressing the i9ssue of impaired 
driving as St. Patrick’s day is coming up.  
 
Date: 3/15/22  
Show: 5/6/10PM 
Length: 2:09 
Synopsis: In the 1970s, Laura Lee Blears came to worldwide fame as a barrier-breaking, competitive 
surfer. Now IN her 70s, the Maui resident says the sport still keeps her Aging Well. One of the most 
influential women in surf history, talks about the issue of exercise for seniors and why surfing does her 
body good. 

Date: 3/16/22 
Show: 5/10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: The Hawaii National Guard has completed its role in the fight against the pandemic. It helped 
addressed the issue of resources needed to help with vaccinations, testing, covid-19 mapping, and 
temperature screenings.  
 
Date: 3/16/22 
Show: 5/6pm  
Length: 40 
Synopsis: A Kauai family addresses the issue of donating bone marrow and is hoping their baby girl can 
someday be cancer free after a successful bone marrow transplant  
 
Date: 3/16/22 
Show: 10p 
Length: 1:05 
Synopsis: A bill that aims to address the issue of catalytic converter theft has passed the House 
Committee on Consumer Protection and Commerce. It would raise the penalty for a catalytic converter 
theft from a misdemeanor to a class c felony.  
 
Date: 3/17/22 
Newscasts: 5/10pm 
Length: :30  
Synopsis: The University of Hawaii announced its updated covid-19 guidelines. Daily health screenings 
will no longer be required as it addresses the issue of public health restrictions and campus attendance. 
 



Date: 3/17/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Maui Police will conduct sobriety checkpoints for St. Patrick ’s Day, but drivers are also 
expected to see increased checkpoints every weekend as MPD addresses the impaired driving issue. 
 
Date: 3/17/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :30  
Synopsis: The EPA is being called on to strengthen safeguards against childhood lead poisoning.  
 
Date: 3/17/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:59 
Synopsis: Although Hawaii is 77-hundred miles from Ukraine, the threat of war is not off the table... 
according to some nuclear strategists and former U.S. officials. That's why here, in the post-Cold War 
era, government agenices in our islands are asking civilians and companies to stay alert for threats to 
national security. 

 
Date: 3/18/22  
Show: 5/6/10PM 
Length: 2:30                                                                                                                                                      
Synopsis: One man was shot and killed early this morning --  in a QUIET Honolulu neighborhood -- on the 
slopes of Tantalus --  and his KILLER is still on the loose. HPD is calling it a robbery gone WRONG and 
responds to the issue of underage persons carrying firearms. 

Date: 3/21/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The Appellate Courts and facilities in the First Circuit, addressing the issue of public health 
restrictions, will continue covid-19 precautions even after the Governor’s date to lift all covid-19 
mandates 
 
Date: 3/21/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The issue of scams and a warning coming from the Department of Labor and Industrial 
Relations about people being sent emails saying that unemployment insurance account has been 
restricted. The DLNR says don’t click on those links.  
 
Date: 3/22/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:25 
Synopsis: Addressing the issue of the high cost of housing, a first-of-its-kind affordable housing project 
on Hawaii Island is meant for seniors. 

Date: 3/22/22 
Show: 5/6pm 



Length: 2:52 
Synopsis: As the Red Hill contaminated water issue has continued to unfold on O'ahu, many residents 
are wondering what is in their drinking water. 
Those concerns heightened, after the Interagency Drinking Water System Team (IDWST) addressed 
contaminants other than petroleum found in the water supply during remediation efforts.  
According to the Environmental Protection Agency, many of the contaminants found in the Navy's 
system are in our water constantly, but at levels below the health standards. 
This prompted KITV4 to find out if the Board of Water Supply, which supplies water to majority of 
residents on O'ahu, sees these contaminants too. 
 
Date: 3/23/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :45 
Synopsis: Honolulu police are working with lawmakers to update safety laws and address issues for 
electric bikes, following the recent death of a young teen in a traffic accident with an e-bike.  
 
Date: 3/23/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :15 
Synopsis: The issue of public health during a global pandemic is addressed as Hawaii County says it will 
end all of its covid-19 testing operations when the Governor’s emergency proclamation expires.  
 
Date: 3/23/22 
Show: 10pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: Inmates at Hawaii state jails and prisons will be allowed to once again get in-person visitors, 
which have been prohibited for the past two years due to public health restrictions related to covid-19.  
 
Date: 3/23/22 
Show: 10p 
Length: :45 
Synopsis: The health department is investigating cases of Legionnaires’ disease in visitors who were 
staying at a Waikiki hotel. 
 
Date: 3/28/22 
Newscasts: 10pm 
Length: :35 
Synopsis: Students were taken to the hospital after ingesting THC edibles. Processing illicit drugs on any 
public school property is a class-A offense and can result in expulsion as well as referral to police.  
 
Date: 3/29/22 
Newscasts: 12pm 
Length: :20 
Synopsis: The issue of beach and ocean safety is highlighted as Oahu beaches are cleared of box jellyfish 
after an influx reported at Kaimana Beach and Maili beach.  
 
Date: 3/29/22 
Show: 5pm 



Length: :20 
Synopsis: 3,000 gallons of wastewater spilled at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam. The wastewater went 
into a vegetated area, but did not enter any water systems.  
 
Date: 3/29/22 
Show: 5pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The City Department of Transportation Services addresses the issue of pedestrian safety and 
unveiled a new traffic control project on Oahu. A Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon was installed, and 
has been shown to reduce pedestrian and vehicle collisions by almost 50%.  
 
Date: 3/30/22 
Newscasts: 6pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The CDC dropped its risk assessment for cruise travel, an issue bearing on the health protocols 
of Hawaii. 
Date: 3/31/22 
Show: 6pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: Hawaii Pacific Health closed its last covid-19 vaccination clinic, and advises people who want 
vaccine to contact their primary care physicians. 
 
Date: 3/31/22  
Show: 5/6/10pm 
Length: 2:07 
Synopsis: A filmmaking nonprofit group, a Christian book store, and two restaurants. What do they have 
in common? They've all had their doors and windows smashed in by criminals in the last week. Those 
are the latest victims in what appears to be a property crime wave on Oahu. 
 

HAWAIIAN CULTURE 

DATE: 1/2/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: :36 

DESCRIPTION: January is the state's first Kalaupapa Month. The Governor designated it as a time to 

remember the people of the Hansen's Disease colony. On January 6, 1866, the first 12 people were 

forcibly isolated on the peninsula, never to return home, because of government policies regarding what 

was then called leprosy.  

 

DATE: 1/13/22  

SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: 2:54 

DESCRIPTION: January is the state's first Kalaupapa Month. Organizers ask you to say a prayer or walk 3 

miles to honor those exiled to the settlement. 

 

DATE: 1/13/22  



SHOW: 5/6/10PM 

LENGTH: 2:25 

DESCRIPTION: A memorial, nearly 160 years in the making, is set to be built next year. The memorial 

honors the lives of some 8-thousand men, women, and children, shipped off to Kalaupapa on Molokai 

when they were diagnosed with Hansen's Disease. 

 

Date: 2/7/22 
Show: 5pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The issue of repatriation of remains is addressed as ancestral bones from Oahu will be 
returning from Germany.  

 
Date: 2/15/22 
Show: 5/6pm  

Length: 1:30  

Synopsis: The Office of Hawaiian Affairs is pushing for a bill in the state legislature that would increase 
its yearly allotment of funds from public land trust revenues from $15.1 million to $78.9 million. OHA 
representatives say the additional money would go toward improving the conditions of Native 

Hawaiians. However, other departments that are already underfunded would have to shoulder the raise, 
which they say they cannot afford to do.  
 

Date: 2/19/22  

Show: 5/6/10pm 

Length: :45 

Synopsis: New tonight, a bill at the state legislature changes who manages the state lands on Mauna 

Kea. It would establish the "Mauna Kea Stewardship Authority" as the sole authority for managing 

Mauna Kea, a mountain sacred to Native Hawaiians.  The issue of development on the mountain is 

addressed.  

 

Date: 3/17/22                                                                                                                             Show: 5pm                                                                                                                                            
Length: :30                                                                                                                                       Synopsis: Hawaii 
celebrated the birthday of Kamehameha III with a lei draping ceremony at his statue at Thomas Square 

Date: 3/2/22                                                                                                                               Show:10pm                                                                                                                                  
Length: :20                                                                                                                                    Synopsis: State 
lawmakers passed a bill that would change who manages the state lands at Mauna Kea. The bill would 
also limit astronomy development on Mauna Kea and prohibit certain commercial use and activities on 
the mountain, which some Native Hawaiians hold sacred. 

Date: 3/17/22 
Show: 5pm 
Length: :30 
Synopsis: The U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to potentially designate Kaena Point as 
Hawaii’s first National Heritage Area.  
 
Date: 3/30/22 



Show: 6pm 
Length: :25 
Synopsis: The deadline for public input for the University of Hawaii’s Mauna Kea Comprehensive 
Management Plan is tomorrow. The will improve protection of the mountain’s resources and refine 
activities on the mountain, which many Native Hawaiians hold sacred.  
 

Date: 3/07/22 
Show: 5/6pm 
Length 3:06 
Synopsis: The Navy’s Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility will be permanently shut down. That was the 
announcement made by the U.S. Department of Defense on Monday, March 7. 
The Navy's underground storage tanks have been at the center of an ongoing issue on O'ahu after fuel 
contaminated the drinking water for thousands of residents. 
Reactions were coming in from all over the state after the announcement, including from a community 
that has been calling for this decision for years, the native Hawaiian community. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST 

HEALTH AND SAFETY  
  
Hawaii Tobacco Quitline – Native Hawaiian PSA  
Dates: 12/27/21-1/9/22  
Program: PSA on tobacco cessation  
PSA: :30 (:15/:15) ran 19x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 20x on MeTV  
  
Issue: Project Roadblock 2021 PSA  
Program: PSA on drunk driving prevention  
Dates: 12/27/21-12/31/21  
PSA: :30 ran 18x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 18x on MeTV  
  
Issue: Ronald McDonald House PSA  
Program: PSA to help families and their children fight illness  
Dates: 12/27/22-12/31/22  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on MeTV  
  
Issue: National Kidney Foundation  
Program: PSA promoting Test Center – Community Testing  
Dates: 1/27/22-1/30/22  
PSA: :30 ran 10x on KITV  
  
Issue: National Kidney Foundation  
Program: PSA promoting Test Center – Surge Testing  
Dates: 1/10/22-1/30/22  
PSA: :30 ran 20x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 27x on MeTV  
 
Issue: National Kidney Foundation PSA  
Program: PSA promoting Covid Test Center in your community  
Dates: 2/2/22-2/19/22  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on KITV  
 
Issue: National Kidney Foundation PSA  
Program: PSA promoting Covid Test Center in your community  
Dates: 2/2/22-2/19/22  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on KITV  
  
Issue: PSA/201006DoctorsAltvs2tv15  
Program: PSA for innovative doctors at Shriners Hospitals for Children  
Dates: 2/1/4-2/27/22  
PSA: :15 ran 28x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 113x on HawaiiTV  



  
Issue: PSA/Alzheimer’s  
Program: PSA “Now is the time to talk” about Alzheimer’s  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 41x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 185x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 54x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 164x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/CPHeroTV30  
Program: PSA promoting Covid exposure app, “connect your phone, protect your community”  
Dates: 1/31/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 84x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 84x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 12x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 71x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/CPNationalTV30  
Program: PSA encouraging parents to talk to their kids about vaping  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 58x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 7x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 73x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/CrimeStoppers  
Program: PSA on reporting a crime anonymously  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/24/22  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Driving High  
Program: PSA on not driving high, “if you feel different, you drive different”  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 14x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 3x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 14x on HawaiiTV  
  
Issue: PSA/EOEL Army of Doctors PSA  
Program: PSA on getting Covid vaccinated  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 56x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 6x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 63x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/EOEL Ohana PSA 30  



Program: PSA promoting getting Covid vaccinated and protecting your family  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 76x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 74x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Hi Arthritis-Kim  
Program: PSA on reaching out to the Arthritis Foundation for support  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/24/22  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 16x on HawaiiTV  
Issue: PSA/PSATORMPREP30  
Program: PSA on preparing for a natural disaster at “ready.gov”  
Dates: 2/2/22-2/14/22  
PSA: :30 ran 3x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 7x on HawaiiTV  
  
Issue: PSA/RedCrossPSAJune21  
Program: PSA on supporting American Red Cross through donation or volunteer  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/25/22  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 3x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Responsible Driver XDcam  
Program: PSA promoting defensive driving  
Dates: 2/3/22-2/24/22  
PSA: :30 ran 4x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 9x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/SCNYLUNG30H  
Program: PSA on lung screening, screenyourlungs.org  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/24/22  
PSA: :30 ran 10x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Suicide Prevention  
Program: PSA on mental health support, for seizetheawkward.org  
Dates: 1/31/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :15 ran 62x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 9x on KITV  



PSA: :15 ran 131x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 115x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 248x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 24x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 144x on KIKU  
PSA: :30 ran 56x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Texting and Driving  
Program: PSA on safe driving, stoptextsstopwrecks.org  
Dates: 1/31/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 21x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 136x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 25x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 101x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Vaping  
Program: PSA on talking to your kid about vaping, for talkaboutvaping.org  
Dates: 2/2/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :15 ran 41x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 3x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 119x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on HawaiiTV  
  
Issue: PSA/Workforce Readiness  
Program: PSA encouraging adults who are looking for new career opportunities, for 
findsomethingnew.org  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :15 ran 33x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 9x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 110x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 1x on KIKU  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on KIKU  
 
 Issue: PSA/201006DoctorsAltvs2tv15  
Program: PSA on innovative doctors at Shriners Hospitals for Children  
Dates: 2/28/-3/27/22  
PSA: :15 ran 20x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 26x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 76x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 57x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Alzheimer’s   
Program: PSA “Now is the time to talk” about Alzheimer’s  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 34x on KITV  



PSA: :30 ran 171x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 34x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 415x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/CPHeroTV30   
Program: PSA promoting Covid exposure app, “connect your phone, protect your community”  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 67x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30: ran 131x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/CPNationalTV30   
Program: PSA encouraging parents to talk to their kids about vaping  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 8x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 50x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 136x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/CrimeStoppers   
Program: PSA on reporting a crime anonymously  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 14x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 43x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 9x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 106x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Driving High   
Program: PSA on not driving high, “if you feel different, you drive different”  
Dates: 3/1/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 12x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 51x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 5x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 97x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/EOEL Army of Doctors PSA   
Program: PSA on getting Covid vaccinated  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 7x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 41x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 130x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/EOEL Ohana PSA 30   
Program: PSA promoting getting Covid vaccinated and protecting your family  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 49x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 136x on KIKU  



  
Issue: PSA/HEMS1701_EMSPSA   
Program: PSA for Emergency Medical Services  
Dates: 3/3/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 4x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 36x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 89x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Hi Arthritis-Kim   
Program: PSA on reaching out to the Arthritis Foundation for support  
Dates: 3/1/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 10x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 54x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 133x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/PSATORMPREP30   
Program: PSA on preparing for a natural disaster at “ready.gov”  
Dates: 3/3/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 7x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 38x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 97x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/RedCrossPSAJune21   
Program: PSA on supporting American Red Cross through donation or volunteer  
Dates: 3/2/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 41x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 96x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Responsible Driver XDcam   
Program: PSA promoting defensive driving  
Dates: 3/3/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 3x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 34x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 1x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 90x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/SCNYLUNG30H   
Program: PSA on lung screening, screenyourlungs.org  
Dates: 3/3/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 10x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 37x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 99x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Suicide Prevention   
Program: PSA on mental health support, for seizetheawkward.org  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  



PSA: :30 ran 26x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 37x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 89x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 92x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 7x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 155x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 193x on KIKU  
PSA: :15 ran 153x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Texting and Driving   
Program: PSA on safe driving, stoptextsstopwrecks.org  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 21x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 141x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 279x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Vaping   
Program: PSA on talking to your kid about vaping, for talkaboutvaping.org  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 26x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 58x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 35x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 78x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 96x on KIKU  
PSA: :15 ran 82x on KIKU  
  
Issue: National Kidney Foundation PSA   
Program: PSA promoting Covid Test Center in your community  
Dates: 3/2/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 16x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 32x on MeTV  
 
EDUCATION  
  
Issue: Hawaii P-20 2022 T1 FAFSA  
Program: PSA promoting FAFSA application  
Dates: 1/10/22-1/30/22  
PSA: :30 ran 18x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 28x on MeTV  
 
Issue: System Admin Services-HI P 20 Partnerships for Ed PSA  
Program: PSA promoting FAFSA application  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 19x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 35x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 29x on HawaiiTV  



  
Issue: PSA/Fatherhood Involvement  
Program: PSA on “never stop being a dad”  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :15 ran 58x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 26x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 201x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 131x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 57x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 196x on KIKU  
PSA: :15 ran 4x on KIKU  
Issue: PSA/Family Programs  
Program: PSA on finding family support  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 6x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 79x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 6x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 56x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Diversity & Inclusion  
Program: PSA on promoting diversity & inclusion, “belonging begins with US”  
Dates: 1/31/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 11x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 51x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 3x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 135x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 14x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 4x on KIKU  
 
Issue: System Admin Services-HI P 20 Partnerships for Ed PSA  
Program: PSA promoting FAFSA application  
Dates: 2/1/22-2/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 19x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 35x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 29x on HawaiiTV  
 
Issue: PSA/Autism   
Program: PSA on recognizing the signs of autism  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 22x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 32x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 122x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 43x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 18x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 88x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: 30 ran 234x on KIKU  
PSA: :15 ran 77x on KIKU  
  



Issue: PSA/Fatherhood Involvement   
Program: PSA on “never stop being a dad”  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 39x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 14x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 235x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 38x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 24x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 126x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 516x on KIKU  
PSA: :15 ran 77x on KIKU  
  
Issue: The Creative City PSA   
Program: PSA showcasing the work of Hawaii’s artists and designers  
Dates: 3/8/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 29x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 38x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 24x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 81x on KIKU  
  
Issue: PSA/Workforce Readiness   
Program: PSA encouraging adults who are looking for new career opportunities, for 
findsomethingnew.org  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 14x on KITV  
PSA: :15 ran 19x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 45x on MeTV  
PSA: :15 ran 29x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 2x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :15 ran 69x on HawaiiTV  
PSA: :30 ran 109x on KIKU  
PSA: :15 ran 76x on KIKU  
  
Issue: System Admin Services-HI P 20 Partnerships for Ed PSA   
Program: PSA promoting FAFSA application  
Dates: 2/28/22-3/27/22  
PSA: :30 ran 24x on KITV  
PSA: :30 ran 40x on MeTV  
PSA: :30 ran 40x on HawaiiTV 
 
HAWAIIAN CULTURE AND CULTURE OF HAWAII’S PEOPLE  
 Issue: YMCA Hawaii  
Program: PSA promoting New Year membership  
Dates: 1/5/22-1/30/22  
PSA: :30 ran 37x on KITV  
  
Issue: Friends of Hawaii Charities – Sony Open 2022  
Program: PSA promoting Sony Open in Hawaii  



Dates: 1/7/22-1/15/22  
PSA :30 ran 50x on KITV  
   
THE ENVIRONMENT  
Issue: Puma Punku Ocean clean up 
Program: PSA on supporting ocean clean up 
Date: 1/15/22-1/29/22 
PSA: :30 rand 15x on KITV 
 
 
 

 


